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• FABRICATIONOF MODULES WITH EMPHASIS
ON REDUCED OPERATINGTEMPERATURE. i
| • FABRICATIONOF HIGHLYEFFICIENTMODULES. " '
¢
• EVALUATIONOF POSSIBLE TRADE-OFF















• AI USED FOR BSR
• 8102 USED TO PASSWATE SURFACE
• p  SIMPLEOHMIC CONTACT (NOT BSF)
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Module Circuit and Mismatch Loss
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,_; Imp OF EACH CELLWITHIN
; 1% OF THE STRING AVERAGE. _
"t
,; ALL STRINGS HAVE _Vmp
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Furnace-Annealed Texture-Etched Larg_-Area Cells
+
f
_, VOC Isc Jsc ,, FF Eft
: tV) (A) mA/cm= (%) (%)
0.6i0 2'00! 372 77.5 17.8
0.=J11 2.018 38.G 78.l 182
0.606 1.91_ 37.++ 77.5 1.7.6
+ 0.602 i 3.t3 36.5 78.1 17.1
t 0.610 2016 38,0 78.1.1 ! 8.2
.+.: 0.6_, i._ _. i 772 i 7.4
' 0.610 2.011 37.9 777 18.0
0.6O9 2.0_8 382 77.5 1&1
0.609 2.014 38,0 76,5 17.7
0.609 2,0!3 38.0 77.9 1&0
0.611 2'r,_6 382 77.8 182
0.(_6 1.96q 37.0 77.8 17.5
; _ 0.608 1.985 37.q 76.9 17.5 ; _
" + 0.6O7 2.018 38.0 762 i 7._¢ + ,
0.611 2.033 38,3 77.4 18.1 !
0,6_ 1.980 37.3 77,q t7,5 :
; ! 0"6L_ 2.(:_ 38.i 77.5 18,0 ",
" 0._,._ 2.011 _.9 78.3 18.1 _
0,610 2.029 382 77.0 18.0 i
0.607 1.9Bq 37.q 77.5 17.6 _'
0.601 1.930 36.q 76.6 16,7
0.603 1._.S_-8 ._._ 762 17.0
¢
0.608 1,997 37.6 T/.q 17.7
0,003 0,031 0.6 0,6 0.q ' i
, NOTES: AREA-53cm2, T-28 C. IN3OLATION "
-_ WAS SIMULATED AM 1. loOmWlcm -?. "_
Projections for Module Made of Texture-Etched Cells
' POLISHEDCELLS TEXTLREDCELLS
(ACTUAL) (PROJECTEC_
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Conclusions
• BSR CELLS OFFER HIGH REFLECTIONOF
SUB-BANDGAPPHOTONS. i
• ENCAPSULATEDCELL EFFICIENCY OF 17.1%
HAS BEEN ACHEVED, WITH A 53cm"2 CELL
•(MEASURED AT JPL).
• MODULE EFFICIENCY OF 13.7% HAS BEEN
ACHIEVED, NOCT IS 45°C (MEASURED AT JPL).
• TEXTURED CELL E,:FICIENCY OF 18.2% HAS
BEEN ACHIEVEDWITH A 53cm2 CELL.
• MODLIL,. "FFICIENCY GREATERTHAN 15% IS
=_PALI_TIC,N THE VERY NEAR FUTURE.
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